
Physis 200-05Probabilities and expetation valuesProbabilitiesProbabilities mathematially are "measures" de�ned on a list of events.They have ertain properties. If p(A) represeentes the probability that eventof type A will our, and p(B) represents the probability that event B ouldour, and if A and B are mutually exlusive (Ie, it is impossible that anyevent ould be both of type A abd type B ) then the probability that an eventof either type A or type B ould our is the sum of the two probabilitiesp(A or B) = p(A) + p(B). For example, when one throws a single die, thetype of event where a single pip ours on the uppermost side of the die anda type where three pips our on the upper surfae are mutually exlusive.You annot have both ouring in one event. Then the probability that eitherone or three pips show on the top is just the sum of probabilities that one orthree our.If there areM possibilities of type Am, and they are all mutually exlusive,and if in eah event at least one of those types MUST our, thenXm p(Am) = 1 (1)These probabilities are de�ned separately from frequenies, but, proba-bilities have their link with the real world through frequenies of ourane.If one has N independent trials, independent meaning that there is noth-ing, exept the physial situation whih links those N di�erent trials, andin whih we do not believe that there is any other link between them, thenif the probability of event of type A in any single trial is p(A), then thefrequeny with whih the A type event would be expeted to our in thoseN trials is r(A) = p(A)N . Ie, in those N di�erent independent trials, p(A)is roughly the fration of events in whih type A events would our. I sayroughly beause there is believed to be no ausal inuene whih ensuresthat frequeny. Ie, the very statement of independene of the trials meansthat there is nothing in any trial whih keeps trak of, or an inuene, anyother trial.This fration r(A)N is not exat. In various attempts one would expet aspread of values for this fration of order qp(A)(1�p(A))N I.e., over a very largenumber of trialsN the di�erene between this fration of times A would our1



and the probability of A ouring would derease with a rate proportional to1pN .Muh philosophial literature has been devoted to try to understand whatthese probabilities really mean. Are they simply a shorthand for frequenies[Frequentists℄? But then what do they mean before any trials have oured?Are they simply a measure of your own degree of belief in what will happen[Bayesians℄? But then why does the die behave in a way suh that thefrequenies are in aord with your beliefs?. Are they a measure of yourignorane [ Maxwell, Boltzman,..℄{ sine you have no good reason to preferone outome over another beause of your ignorane, all outomes are equal,and thus have equal probability? I will not persue these issues here.Expetation value Let us say that the events are divided into typesby the value of some parameter. Ie, the type A above means that someparameter has some spei� value say a. Now in N trials, that value will bedi�erent in the various trials. The number of trials in whih the value is awill be r(a). Let there beM possible values for that parameter, a1; a2; :::aM .and the number of trials in whih some value am ours is r(am). Then sinein eah trial one of those values must our, and sine the total number oftrials is N then the r(am) must sum up to N .If we ollet all N values, a quantity that is often of interest is the averagevalue. This is the sum of the values ouring in all of the trials over the totalnumber of tials.Average(a) = Pm r(am)amN =X r(am)N am (2)Above we found that if we have the notion of probabilities then we wouldexpet that the ratio, r(am)N should just be an approximation to p(am). Thusthe average value approximates the expetation value�a =Xm amp(am) (3)Note that this is NOT the value to be expeted in any trial. For example ifthere are two possibilities +1 and -1, and the probablilites of eah are 1/2,then the expetation value is 0, even though that value ould never ourin any trial. If you want you ould just think of it as the expeted averagevalue. (Note that beause the number of ouranes r(am) will hange fromtrial to trial, the average value will also hange.)2



Standard Deviation There is another value whih is often used withprobability distributions, and that is the standard deviation. This is a mea-sure of by how muh one expets the value in any one trial to vary.In N trials, it is the square root of the average square of di�erene betweenthe value atually ouring an any trial, and the average value.StD = sPm r(am)(am � Average(a))2N (4)Again using the approximation of probabilities, this leads to the notion ofthe unertainty, written as�a = sXm p(am)(am � �a)2 (5)This is a measure of how muh the value varies from time to time. Again, it isnot the di�erene between any value and the average value. For the exampleabove where the probabilities of �1 were 1/2, the unertainty would be� = s12(1� 0)2 + 12(�1� 0)2 = 1p2 (6)Quantum Expetation valuesLet us say that we have a system with a state j i, and we have the matrixA representing some physial attribute of the system. Let us assume that Ais and MxM matrix, so it has M eigenvalues and eigenvetors. Assume thatthese eigenvalues are am and the eigenvetors are jami. Then we an writethe state j i as j i =Xm �mjami (7)where �m are alled the amplitudes for am in the state  . Beause eigenve-tors are always normalised (have unit value hamjjami = 1) we �nd thath jAj i = (Xm0 ��m0ha0mj)A(Xm �mjami) (8)= (Xm0 ��m0ha0mj)(Xm �mAjami) (9)= (Xm0 ��m0ha0mj)(Xm �mamjami (10)= 0Xm Xm ��m0�mamham0 jjami (11)3



Now, sine the eigenvetors for di�erent eigenvalues are orthogonal, this lastline beomes 0Xm Xm ��m0�mamham0 jjami (12)=Xm ��m�mam (13)Now, the Born taught us that the quantity ��m�m should be regarded as theprobability that on a measurement, the value am should be obtained. Thus,we �nd h jAj i =Xm p(am)am = �a (14)Thus the expetation value (average value) of the eigenvalues is just themultipliation of the bra-state with A and then with the ket state.By an exatly similar proedure we �nd�a � �A = h j (A� h jAj iI)2 j i (15)Sine h jAj iis just a number, and sine AI = A this an also be written as�A = h j �A2 � h jAj i2I� j i (16)Two level systems Sine there are only two possible values for anyattribute, and sine the total probabilities add up to 1, the expetation valueof any of the three Pauli operators ompletely determines the probabilities.p(+1) + p(�1) = 1 (17)< � >= (+1)p(+1;�) + (�1)p(�1;�) (18)from whih we �nd thatp(+1;�) = 12(1+ < � >) (19)p(�1;�) = 12(1� < � >) (20)where � stands for one of the Pauli matries. Note that the probabilities arespei� to the Pauli matrix, whih is why I wrote p(+1�) to remind us of4



that. (eg, the probability of the values �1 for say �3 in a state are di�erentfrom those for �1.There is another interesting fat about these matriies. Given any statevetor j i, there always exists a ombination of the Pauli matries suh thatthis state is the +1 eigenvetor for that matrix. The proof is easy. Let mewrite the state as j i = � ab � (21)where we have jaj2 + jbj2 = 1 sine we want a normalized state vetor. Notehere jaj2 just means a�a. Then, it is easy to see that the matrixA = � jaj2 � jbj2 2ab�2a�b jbj2 � jaj2 � (22)has the vetor j i as eigenvetorAj i = � jaj2 � jbj2 2ab�2a�b jbj2 � jaj2 �� ab � (23)= � (jaj2 � jbj2)a+ 2ab�b2a�ba+ (jbj2 � jaj2)b� (24)= � (jaj2 + jbj2)a(jaj2 + jbj2)b � (25)= � ab � = j i (26)However, writing this in terms of the Pauli matries we �nd thatA = (ab� + a�b)�1 + i(ab� � a�b)�2 + (jaj2 � jbj2)�3 (27)But we also have h j�1j i = (ab� + a�b) (28)h j�2j i = i(ab� � a�b) (29)h j�3j i = jaj2 � jbj2 (30)Thus we �nally haveA =< �1 > �1+ < �2 > �2+ < �3 > �3 (31)5



Ie, the ombination of the Pauli sigma matries for whih j i is the +1eigenvetor is just determined by the expetation value of the Sigma matriesfor that eigenvetor.Also, sine j i is the plus 1 eigenvetor of A we haveh jAj i = h jj i = 1 (32)but h jAj i = h j(< �1 > �1+ < �2 > �2+ < �3 > �3)j i (33)=< �1 >2 + < �2 >2 + < �3 >2 (34)Sine the state j i in the above was arbitrary, we �nd that< �1 >2 + < �2 >2 + < �3 >2= 1 (35)for all states j i. Thus if the expetation value of any one of the Pauli sigmamatries is one, then both of the others must be zero expetation value .This also shows that there is a one to one relation between the ket vetorsof a two level system, and a physial three dimensional real vetor in spae.Finally, if j i is the +1 eigenvetor of a matrixB = ~�~� (36)(where ~� � ~� = 1) then the expetation value of some other matrixG = ~ � ~� (37)is h jGj i = ~ � ~� (38)sine h j~�j i = ~� (39)
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